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Die Cast Armature Bracket Replacements 

* * * * * * * * 
This Spec. covers the application or Pe •. #49143-8303-

Sh. 68 brass armature bracket to all d-c. round base Model 13 
relays per· 08187 and all polar relays per 08140· and the 
application or Pc. 50225-8303-Sh.68, brass armature bracket 
to all square base relays per 08187 and on· interlocking re
lays per 08121 in replacement ot die cast armature brackets 

1
of the same piece numbers, respectively, as used heretofore. 
The difference in these two brass prackets is only 1n the 
location or the screws tor .fastening the bracket to the 
armature and 1n the position or dowels. 

The armature is mounted in tha brass bracket with two 
pivot screws which must be screwed in tightly against the 
raceLot the bracket. With the pivot screws in this position 
the armature should have less than o. 015" end play and more 
than 0 •. 010''· Ir the e1'd play is more .than 0 .. 015" it ma.y be 
reduced by spot racing the outside ends or the armature 
brackets with a ooun.terbore giving a spot race larger than 
the head of' the pivot screw. If, however, the end play is 
less than 0.010", it may be increased by similarly spot 
facing the end of the armature with a eounterbore prQviding 
a spot face larger than the d:La.meter or the threads of the 
pivot screw. 

The armature s~ould now be mounted in the bracket and 
the arma.ture pushed tightly.against the pole races with a 
gauge between the armature and the pole faces in such a posi
tion as to clear the armature safety core pins. This 1s to 
obtain the proper parallel air gap as listed 1n table herew1tho 

Parallel Air Gaps and Stop Pins for Model 12 
and Model 15 Relays. 

Model 15 Neutral 

Ordinary Acting 
,, ff 

Slow-Release . 
" " Model 12 Polarize.d 

2N-2R Polar Contacts 
4N-4R " " 

Model 12 Interlocking 

No.Front 
Contacts 

2 
4 or 6 

2 
4 or 6 

2 to 4 
2 to 4 
2 to 4 

.040" 
• 013' ., 
.018" 

.015" 

.013 

.01a" 
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With the armature in this position the armature bracket 
should be clamped in position by tightening the 8-36 x 1/2" 
fil. head brass armature bracket supporting screws. After 
these sc1"ews have been tightened sufficiently to present possi
ble movement of the armatp.re, the bracket should be drilled 
for do'lrel pins Pc. 49067- 336- 8097. A #40 drill size hole 
should be drilled through the bracket and about 3/8" or 1/2" 
into each pole piece, care being taken not to drill this hole 
at the point ordinarily spotted on the armature bracket cast
ing for this purpose since drilling at this point would.bring 
the dowel pin into the hole in the pole pieces which w~s 
drilled· t"or the dmrels vhen the relay was originally assembled 
and would probably result in improper alignment of the armature. 
The hole may be drilled on the opposite side of the supporting 
screws from the spotting., After the dowel pins have been 
driven in, the armature bracket is now definitely fastened in 
position and the stop pin may be applied to the bottom of the 
bracket and filed for the proper core pin value for the relay 
as listed in the table above. Instructions in the following 
paragi~aphs detail a method of getting the face of the stop 
pin pa:r•allel to the armature, and the air gap of proper value. 

The nut to lock the stop screw may be inserted by using 
a special '98" wrench per Fig.1, which permits the nut to be 
supported by the wrench itself while the stop screw is being 
tightened down against the armature bracket and into the nut. 

Since the armature is set parallel to the pole faces at 
an air gap greater than the stop pin value for son~ relays, 
the air gap will be greater at the back of the armature than 
at the front when the proper length for the stop pin is reached. 
The stop pin value is, therefore, set as the minimum air gap, 
and is the air gap measured by a. feeler gauge (leaf gauge) be
tween the front edge of the armature and the front edges of 
the pole pieces when the armature is against the stop pin. 
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The armature stop pin must now be filed to the proper 
dimension. Using a special _strip file per Fig.2, the relay 
is mounted so th.at the front contact po~ts are to the right 
of the worker. After oiling the safety strips to prevent 
cutting, the file is worked across the stop pin with the 
safety strips resting firmly on both pole faces aru,i with its 
position such that the stop pin is being filed by the portion 
of the file nearest to the highest safety strip (left hand 
side of file). The armature is then pushed against. the stop 
pin and the air gap checked with a reeler gauge. If' the air 
gap is larger than it should be it can be further red~ced by 
a few strokes of the file in such a position that the stop 
pin is farther from the highest safety edge than before. 
This process is continued until the proper ail' gap for the 
relay in question is obtained. This method of filing the. 
stop p1n·1s to provide a surface which will be parallel to 
the armature at the air gap required • 

. The relay contacts may now be set up and the relays 
calibrated according to Spee. information for the relay in 
question. 
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